
 

SENTRY SERIES $32,000 USD 

Sold FOB*  Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada – Not including duties, fees, shipping, taxes, etc 

** All costs are in USD ** 

OPTIONS AND UPGRADES 

HOUSEHOLD POWER     $3,740 

Power the system with single phase 200V – 240V electricity 

TOWER EXTENSIONS    $2,950 

Raise both towers by 6' increments to achieve total tower heights of 26' or 32' 

MOTOR AND GEARBOX $2,950  

Increase the maximum torque and speed to 40 km/h by upsizing to a 7.5 HP motor 

TENSIONING TOOLS $775  

1.5 ton chain block; two endless loop slings; two parallel jaw grips 

SPARE PARTS $3,500  

Drive and deflection shaft; four SKF bearings; six pulley liners; carrier pulley and roller assemblies; fuses 

EXTRA WORK PLATFORMS $700 

Doubles the work space and allows for multiple technicians to work on both sides of the towers 

WIRELESS REMOTE $4,500 

Expand the range of the operator and make coaching so much easier! 

INSTALLATION 

The detailed, step by step installation manual makes it easy for the customer to install the system.  
Konex includes 8 hours of free video call technical support with a technician. 

ALL TERRAIN FOUNDATION $1,150 

Attach stabilizer legs and earth spikes to each tower base to install on soil or sand 

SCREW PILE ANCHORS  $3,150 

Includes frame and mounting hardware; two helical piles; and four 5' extensions 

INSTALLATION TOOLS $490 

DeWalt ¼'' impact driver, 2 batteries, charger; imperial wrench & socket sets; steel punches 

OPTIONAL TURNKEY INSTALLATION $5,000  

This is an approximate cost for these services provided in contiguous USA and Canada  
however it can vary according to location and site conditions. 

* FOB, “Free On Board”, is a term in international commercial law specifying at what point respective obligations, costs, and risk involved in the delivery of 
goods shift from the seller to the buyer under the Incoterms standard published by the International Chamber of Commerce. 

** 2022 pricing. Subject to change. 


